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In this work, a nearly incompressible elasticity model coupled with an incompressible fluid model for some fluid-structure
interaction (FSI) problems in hemodynamics under a three dimensional (3D) configuration is considered. A mixed
displacement-pressure formulation is employed in modeling the structure,that overcomes a possible Poisson locking phe-
nomenon. The fluid is modeled by the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. Implicit first order methods are employed
for discretizing the fluid and structure sub-problems in time: a semi-implicit Euler scheme for the fluid and a Newmark-β

scheme for the structure. A proper least-square finite element stabilization parameter for the elasticity formulation de-
pending on time discretization parameters, mesh discretization parametersand material coefficients is designed. In such
a framework, an extention of the FSI problems within two-layer composite vessels is investigated. Such vessels are as-
sumed to possess jumping material coefficients (e.g., density, Young’s modulus and Poisson ratio) and to vary thicknesses
from one layer to another. Numerical experiments demonstrate sensitivities of FSI solutions with respect to the material
coefficients, the thicknesses of two layers, and the time discretization parameters. For solving the coupled FSI system,
we employ a class of partitioned solvers which are interpreted as Gauss-Seidel iterations applied to a reduced system with
fluid velocity and structure displacement unknowns on the interface only.The performance of the algorithm relying on
robust and efficient algebraic multigrid methods for the fluid and structure sub-problems is studied.

1 Introduction

Numerical simulation of FSI plays important roles in hemodynamics, e.g., accurate prediction of aneurysm rupture, where
both the wall stresses and fluid forces are examined; see e.g., [7, 8, 42, 49]. In hemodynamics, the blood flow is modeled
by the incompressible Navier-Stokes equation under the arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) framework [18, 21, 33]. For
the structure, the St. Venant-Kirchhoff model (linear, isotropic, and most quite often used in the past), the neo-Hookean
model, the model proposed by Wang et al. [59], and some other isotropic nonlinear hyperelastic models have been adopted.
Most of these structure models are applicable to homogenous, compressible and isotropic materials, simplified for realistic
arterial tissues [25, 32, 34], which are in general hyperelastic, nonhomogenous, (nearly) incompressible, and anisotropic
materials. On the other hand, FSI problems in hemodynamics pose several challenges for the development of efficient and
robust numerical methods due to, e.g., the so-called added-mass effect [15], the stabilized finite element discretization on
moving domains [3,21,22,36,58], the large scale system of algebraic equations, the geometrical and material nonlinearities,
and the strongly coupled transmission conditions. In the last decay, lots of efforts have been made on solving the coupled
FSI system, e.g, the algebraic multigrid (AMG) [26, 47], preconditioned Krylov subspace [4], (Quasi-)Newton iterative
[17, 20, 27, 65], and parallel domain decomposition [6, 16] methods. As observed, most of these solvers are constructed
based on pure displacement formulations or (linear) compressible models for the structure sub-problems. Therefore, in our
recent work [64], a mixed displacement-pressure elasticity formulation has been incorporated into a class of partitioned FSI
solvers, which have demonstrated the robustness with respect to the Poisson ratioν. In caseν ≪ 0.5, the simulation with the
mixed displacement-pressure formulation reproduces the same FSI solution as that with a pure displacement formulation;
for all range ofν, the FSI solvers show comparable performance in terms of cost and iteration numbers, including the case
ν → 0.5 that usually leads to ill-conditioned system with a pure displacement formulation. As a follow-up, we refine our
previous work in the following aspects.

This work was supported by the Austrian Academy of Science.
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First of all, a Newmark-β time discretization scheme [44] is employed for discretizing the mixed structure formulation
which was originally designed for the pure displacement structure formulation. The first and second order time derivatives
ḋs := ∂ds

∂t andd̈s := ∂2ds

∂t2 of the structure displacementds at a time leveltn+1 := (n + 1)δt, n = 0, ..., are accordingly
discretized in the following:

d̈n+1
s =

1

βδt2
(dn+1

s − dns )−
1

βδt
ḋns − 1− 2β

2β
d̈ns , (1a)

ḋn+1
s = ḋns + γδtd̈n+1

s + (1− γ)δtd̈ns (1b)

with the time discretization parameters0 < β ≤ 1 and0 ≤ γ ≤ 1, whereδt denotes the time step size. With a conventional
Newmark scheme2β = γ = 1 (used in our previous work), some wiggles for the FSI solutions, e.g., the fluid pressure
waves and the structure pressure waves, were observed at certain time steps and may lead to an instability in time. By
raising the value ofβ such that2β > 1, we obtain more stable time discretization schemes withoutloss of accuracy.

Secondly, due to a violation of the well-knowninf − sup condition [14, 28] for equal order finite element spaces of
the mixed formulation, a new least-square finite element stabilization parameter for the discretized displacement-pressure
formulation usingP1 − P1 finite element is proposed:

τs,T := τs,T (hT , δt, µ
l, ρs, β) =

h2
T

2βµlδt2/ρs + h2
T

, (2)

whereµl denotes the shear modulus,ρs the structure density,hT the mesh discretization parameter. In caseβ = 0.5,

τs,T is reduced to h2
T

µlδt2/ρs+h2
T

. Under certain assumptions, an a priori error estimate is analyzed for such a stabilized

displacement-pressure formulation. In our previous work,we used a stabilization parameterch2
T with a positive constant

c for the stationary case, that is not robust with respect to, e.g., the time discretization parameterδt. We expect this new
designed stabilization parameterτs,T , will enhance the stability of the FSI solutions.

Thirdly, we also consider FSI problems using two-layer composite vessels surrounding the fluid domain. This thanks to
the fact that the mixed displacement-pressure structure model is able to represent both compressible and nearly incompress-
ible materials in a unified way. The inner layer has common interfaces with the incompressible flow and the outer layer,
respectively; while the outer lay has no common interface with the flow. Across the common interface between two layers,
some material coefficients, e.g., density, Young’s modulus, Poisson ratio, are jumping. We also assume varying thicknesses
from one layer to another. Admittedly this composite vesselis too simple to model real tissues in hemodynamics. However,
it is of particular interest to study the sensitivities of FSI solutions with respect to such a two-layer structure model, and to
extend the FSI solvers for this model.

Finally, Gauss-Seidel iterations are employed to solve thereduced FSI system of two equations with fluid velocity and
structure displacement unknowns on the interface only. Such a system of equations is obtained by an elimination of dual
variables and remaining primal variables on the coupled FSIsystem. In each iteration, fluid and structure sub-problem
solvers are used. In particular, a special AMG method with robust coarsening strategy for a two-layer composite structure
sub-problem is highlighted.

The remainder of this paper is organized in the following way. In Section 2, we prescribe governing equations for a FSI
model problem. Section 3 and Section 4 deal with time and space discretization, respectively; in particular, we analyze
the stability of the structure sub-problems using the Newmark-β time integration scheme. Section 5 reinterprets a class
of partitioned solvers as a Gauss-Seidel iteration appliedto a reduced FSI system, and describes components of a special
AMG solver for a two-layer structure model. Numerical results and detailed discussions are given in Section 6. Finally,in
Section 7, we draw some conclusions, and present an outlook of future work.

2 Governing equations

The fluid sub-problem in a deformable domainΩt
f ∈ R

3 is governed by the incompressible Navier-Stokes equationsunder
the ALE framework: Find the fluid velocityu := u(x, t) and pressurepf := pf (x, t) for all x ∈ Ωt

f at timet such that

ρf∂tu|At + ρf ((u− wf ) · ∇)u−∇ · σf (u, pf ) = 0 in Ωt
f , (3a)

∇ · u = 0 in Ωt
f (3b)

with Neumann boundary conditions

σf (u, pf )nf = gin onΓt
in, (4a)

σf (u, pf )nf = 0 onΓt
out (4b)
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on some parts of∂Ωt
f , whereρf denotes the fluid density,wf the fluid domain velocity,nf the outward normal,σf (u, pf ) :=

2µε(u) − pfI the Cauchy stress tensor,ε(u) := 1
2 (∇u+ (∇u)T ) the strain rate tensor,µ the dynamic viscosity, andgin

the given data for the inflow boundary condition,∂tu|At := ∂tu+ (wf · ∇)u the ALE time derivative. The ALE mapping
At := x0+Ext(ds|Γ0) for all x0 ∈ Ω0

f tracks the fluid domain byΩt
f = At(Ω0

f ). A classical option forExt(ds|Γ0) =: df
is given by the harmonic extension:

−∆df = 0 in Ω0
f (5)

with Dirichlet boundary conditionsdf = ds onΓ0, anddf = 0 onΓin ∪ Γout. The fluid domain velocity is then given by
wf =

∂df

∂t ◦ At−1.
The structure sub-problem in a reference domainΩ0

s ∈ R
3 is governed by the linear elasticity equations in the Lagrangian

framework: Find the structure displacementds := ds(x, t) and pressureps := ps(x, t) for all x ∈ Ω0
s and timet such that

ρsd̈s −∇ · σs(ds, ps) = 0 in Ω0
s, (6a)

∇ · ds + ϑps = 0 in Ω0
s (6b)

with Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions

ds = 0 onΓ0
d, (7a)

σs(ds, ps)ns = 0 onΓ0
n (7b)

on respective parts of∂Ω0
s, ρs denotes the structure density,ns the outer normal,σs(ds) = 2µlε(ds)− 2µlpsI the Cauchy

stress tensor,µl := E
2(1+ν) the Shear modulus,E the Young’s modulus,ε(ds) = 1

2 (∇ds + (∇ds)
T ) the strain rate tensor,

andϑ := 1−2ν
ν an auxiliary scaling factor such thatϑ → 0 for nearly incompressible materials.

Remark 2.1 We remark, that for the two-layer composite vessels, coefficientsρs, µl, ν andϑ are taking constant values
on each layer, but may jump across the interface. We analyze the stability for the homogeneous case when these coefficients
do not jump. The analysis for the case when material coefficients jump follows an analogous way.

The interface equations onΓ0 := ∂Ω0
f ∪∂Ω0

s are described by the following no-slip condition and equivalence of surface
tractions, respectively:

u ◦ At = ∂tds onΓ0, (8a)

σf (u, pf )nf ◦ At + σs(ds, ps)ns = 0 onΓ0. (8b)

3 Time discretization

For the fluid sub-problem, the semi-implicit Euler scheme isused, which leads to an Oseen type problem at each time
iteration; for the structure sub-problem, the Newmark-β time integration scheme is employed. For simplicity of notations,
we do not repeat boundary conditions onΓin/out andΓ0

d/n from now on.

The time discretized fluid sub-problem reads: Findun+1 andpn+1
f for givenun andwn

f such that

ρfδtu
n+1 + ρf ((u

n − wn
f ) · ∇)un+1 −∇ · σf (u

n+1, pn+1
f ) = 0 in Ωtn

f , (9a)

∇ · un+1 = 0 in Ωtn

f , (9b)

where the backward difference operatorδt(·) is given byδtz = (z − zn)/δt.
The time discretized structure sub-problem reads: Finddn+1

s andpn+1
s for givendns , ḋns , d̈ns such that

ρsδttd
n+1
s −∇ · σs(d

n+1
s , pn+1

s ) = 0 in Ω0
s, (10a)

∇ · dn+1
s + ϑpn+1

s = 0 in Ω0
s, (10b)

where the Newmark-β difference operatorδtt(·) is given byδttz = 1
βδt2 (z − dns )− 1

βδt ḋ
n
s − 1−2β

2β d̈ns .
In addition, the fluid and structure sub-problems are supplemented by the following transmission conditions:

un+1 ◦ Atn = δtd
n+1
s onΓ0, (11a)

σf (u
n+1, pn+1)nf ◦ Atn + σs(d

n+1
s , pn+1

s )ns = 0 onΓ0, (11b)

which describe the Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions onΓ0 for both sub-problems.
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4 Space discretization

Let H1(Ω0
f ), H

1(Ω0
s), L

2(Ω0
f ) andL2(Ω0

s) denote the standard Sobolev and Lebesgue spaces [1] onΩ0
f andΩ0

s, respec-
tively. The function spaces for the fluid velocity and pressure are respectively given byV t

f := {vf : vf ◦ At ∈ H1(Ω0
f )

3}
andQt

f := {qf : qf ◦ At ∈ L2(Ω0
f )}; the function spaces for the structure displacement and pressure are respectively

prescribed byVs := {vs : vs ∈ H1(Ω0
s)

3} andQs := {qs : qs ∈ L2(Ω0
s)}.

4.1 Time semi-discretized weak formulations

The time semi-discretized weak formulation of the fluid sub-problem reads: Findun+1 ∈ V t
f andpn+1

f ∈ Qt
f such that

af (u
n+1, vf ) + bf (vf , p

n+1
f ) = 〈Fn

f , v〉, (12a)

bf (u
n+1, qf ) = 0, (12b)

for all vf ∈ V t
f andq ∈ Qt

f , whereaf (u, v) = (
ρf

δt u+ρf ((u
n−wn)·∇)u, v)Ωt

f
+2µ(ε(u), ε(v))Ωt

f
, b(v, q) = −(q,∇·v)Ωt

f
,

〈Fn
f , v〉 =

ρf

δt (u
n, v)Ωt

f
+ 〈gin, v〉Γt

f
.

The time semi-discretized weak formulation of the structure sub-problem reads: Finddn+1
s ∈ Vs,0 := {v ∈ Vs : v =

0 onΓ0
d} andpn+1

s ∈ Qs such that

ãs(d
n+1
s , vs) + b̃s(vs, p

n+1
s ) = 〈F̃n

s , vs〉, (13a)

b̃s(d
n+1
s , qs)− c̃s(p

n+1
s , qs) = 0, (13b)

for all vs ∈ Vs,0 andqs ∈ Qs, whereãs(d, v) =
ρs

βδt2 (d, v)Ω0
s
+2µl(ε(d), ε(v))Ω0

s
, b̃s(v, q) = −2µl(q,∇·v)Ω0

s
, c̃s(p, q) =

2ϑ(p, q)Ω0
s
, 〈F̃n

s , v〉 = ( 1
βδt2 d

n
s + 1

βt ḋ
n
s + 1−2β

2β d̈ns , v)Ω0
s
.

LetH1/2(Γ0) denote the trace space ofVs,0, i.e.,H1/2(Γ0) = {vs|Γ0 : vs ∈ Vs,0}, and letH−1/2(Γ0) be the dual space
of H1/2(Γ0). Two dual variablesλf = σf (u

n+1, pn+1)nf ◦ Atn andλs = σs(d
n+1
s , pn+1

s )ns are introduced to represent
the respective fluid and structure surface tractions onΓ0. The weak formulation for the interface conditions reads: Find
λf ∈ H−1/2(Γ0) andλs ∈ H−1/2(Γ0) such that

(un+1 ◦ Atn , η)Γ0 =
1

δt
(dn+1 − dn, η)Γ0 , (14a)

〈λf , η〉Γ0 = 〈λs, η〉Γ0 , (14b)

for all η ∈ H1/2(Γ0). These two equations supplement the fully coupled FSI system by enforcing the continuity of primal
variables and equivalence of dual variables on the common interfaceΓ0. The complete FSI system includes (12)-(14).

4.2 Finite element discretization and stabilization

4.2.1 Stabilization for the fully discretized ALE fluid sub-problem

Let Tf,h be the triangulation of the fluid domainΩt
f , that is obtained by the ALE mapping of the triangulationT 0

f,h of
the reference fluid domain domainΩ0

f . The function spaces of the fluid velocity and pressure are respectively given by

Vf,h := {vf ∈ C0(Ωt
f )

3 : vf |T = P1(T )
3, ∀T ∈ Tf,h} andQf,h := {qf ∈ C0(Ω0

f ) : qf |T = P1(T ), ∀T ∈ Tf,h}.
Due to the usage of equal order interpolation spaces, theinf − sup condition or LBB (Ladyshenskaya-Babuška-Brezzi)
condition [2, 13] is violated. On the other hand, small viscosity terms or increasing the flow velocity may lead to the
dominant convective transport, and hence introduces spurious oscillations. In addition, the ALE formulations on the discrete
level may not exactly fulfill conservation laws, e.g, conservation of momentum. Since this is not our main focus of this
work, we refer to [22,23,58] and the references therein.

4.2.2 Stabilization for the fully discretized structure sub-problem

For convenience of presentation, we first rescale the time semi-discretized structure sub-problem (10) in the following:
Finddn+1

s andpn+1
s such that

dn+1
s − 2α∇ · ε(dn+1

s ) + 2α∇pn+1
s = dns + δtḋns + (1−2β)δt2

2 d̈ns in Ω0
s, (15a)

−2α(∇ · dn+1
s + ϑpn+1

s ) = 0 in Ω0
s, (15b)
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with a scaling factor

α =
βµlδt2

ρs
. (16)

Let Ts,h be the triangulation of the structure sub-domainΩ0
s; let Vs,h := {vs ∈ C0(Ω0

s)
3 : vs|T = P1(T )

3, ∀T ∈
Ts,h} ∩ Vs,0 andQs,h := {qs ∈ C0(Ω0

s) : qs|T = P1(T ), ∀T ∈ Ts,h} represent the function spaces of the structure
displacement and pressure, respectively.

Then the weak formulation for the structure sub-problem reads: Finddn+1
s ∈ Vs,0 andpn+1

s ∈ Qs such that

as(d
n+1
s , vs) + bs(vs, p

n+1
s ) = 〈Fn

s , vs〉, (17a)

bs(d
n+1
s , qs)− cs(p

n+1
s , qs) = 0, (17b)

for all vs ∈ Vs,0 andqs ∈ Qs, whereas(d, v) = (d, v)Ω0
s
+ 2α(ε(d), ε(v))Ω0

s
, bs(v, q) = −2α(q,∇ · v)Ω0

s
, c(p, q) =

2αϑ(p, q)Ω0
s
, 〈Fn, v〉 = (dns + δtḋns + (1−2β)δt2

2 d̈ns , v)Ω0
s
.

Remark 4.1 For simplicity, a homogeneous Neumann boundary condition on the interfaceΓ0 is included in the weak
form for the structure sub-problem. However, it does not affect the following analysis with other boundary conditions.

The stabilized formulation is obtained by augmenting the Galerkin discretization with the following introduced least-
square finite element stabilization term:

−
∑

T∈Ts,h

τs,T ((d
n+1
s,h + 2α∇pn+1

s,h )− (dns,h + δtḋns,h +
(1− 2β)δt2

2
d̈ns,h), vs + 2α∇qs)T , (18)

wherevs ∈ Vs,h, qs ∈ Qs,h andτs,T is defined as in (2).

Remark 4.2 Here the second order term−2α∇ · ε(dn+1
s,h ) vanishes elementwise since we have only considered the

linear elements. An unsymmetric version of this type of stabilization (a pressure type stabilization) might be considered:

−
∑

T∈Ts,h

τs,T ((d
n+1
s,h + 2α∇pn+1

s,h )− (dns,h + δtḋns,h +
(1− 2β)δt2

2
d̈ns,h), 2α∇qs)T . (19)

Similar numerical results are obtained by using (18) and (19). For the analysis, we will use the symmetric form (18).

Then the stabilized mixed formulation for the structure sub-problem reads: Finddn+1
s,h ∈ Vs,h andpn+1

s,h ∈ Qs,h such
that

as,h(d
n+1
s,h , vs) + bs,h(vs, p

n+1
s,h ) = 〈Fn

s,h, vs〉, (20a)

bs,h(d
n+1
s,h , qs)− cs,h(p

n+1
s,h , qs) = 〈Gn

s,h, qs〉, (20b)

for all vs ∈ Vs,h andqs ∈ Qs,h, where the bilinear and linear forms are given byas,h(d, v) = (d, v)Ω0
s
+2α(ε(d), ε(v))Ω0

s
−

∑

T∈Ts,h
τs,T (d, v)T , bs,h(v, q) = −2α(q,∇·v)Ω0

s
−∑

T∈Ts,h
2τs,Tα(v,∇q)T , cs,h(p, q) = 2αϑ(p, q)Ω0

s
+
∑

T∈Ts,h
4τs,T

α2(∇p,∇q)T , 〈Fn
s,h, v〉 = (dns + δtḋns +

(1−2β)δt2

2 d̈ns , v)Ω0
s
−∑

T∈Ts,h
2τs,Tα(d

n
s + δtḋns +

(1−2β)δt2

2 d̈ns , v)T , 〈Gn
s,h, q〉 =

−∑

T∈Ts,h
2τs,Tα(d

n
s + δtḋns + (1−2β)δt2

2 d̈ns ,∇q)T .
We first make the following assumptions on the mesh discretization parameter and the scaling factorα.

Assumption 4.3 We assume thatTs,h is regular, i.e., there exists a positive constantσ such that for allT ∈ Ts,h, we
havehT /ρT ≤ σ, wherehT is the diameter ofT ∈ Ts,h andρT denotes the diameter of the inscribed ball in aT ∈ Ts,h.
Furthermore, we assume that there exists a positive constant σ such that for anyT ∈ Ts,h, the diameterhT fulfills σh ≤ hT .
In addition we assume thath < 1.

Assumption 4.4 We assume thatτs,Tα2 is in order ofh2, i.e., h2α2

2α+h2 = σh2, whereσ is a positive constant. A simple

calculation leads toα =
√
σh2 + σ2 + σ ∼ O(σ) whenh is sufficiently small. This usually holds for the FSI simulation

in the hemodynamic applications with the specified shear modulusµl, structure densityρs, and a moderate time step size
δt. In such a case,α = βµlδt2/ρs ∼ O(1), andτs,Tα ∼ O(h2).

For showing the stability of the mixed formulation (20), we use Verf̈uth’s trick [54]. We first rewrite it in the following
compact form (we omit the superscriptn+ 1 for clarity): Find(ds,h, ps,h) ∈ Vs,h ×Qs,h such that

B(ds,h, ps,h; vs, qs) = F(vs, qs) (21)
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for all (vs, qs) ∈ Vs,h × Qs,h, whereB(d, p; v, q) = as,h(d, v) + bs,h(v, p) + bs,h(d, q) − cs,h(p, q) andF(v, q) =
〈Fn

s,h, v〉+ 〈Gn
s,h, q〉.

Some abbreviations for the norms are introduced:‖·‖0, ‖·‖0,T and‖·‖1 represent‖·‖L2(Ω0
s)

, ‖·‖L2(T ) and‖·‖H1(Ω0
s)

,
respectively. An abbreviation for the seminorm is also introduced:

|q|h = (
∑

T∈Ts,h

τs,Tα
2‖∇q‖2T )1/2. (22)

Under Assumption 4.4, we observe

|q|h = (σ
∑

T∈Ts,h

h2‖∇q‖2T )1/2. (23)

With a standard scaling argument, the following estimate isobtained:

|q|h ≤ c‖q‖0, for all q ∈ Qs,h, (24)

wherec is a positive constant.
The boundedness of the bilinear formB is presented in the following Lemma.

Lemma 4.5 Under Assumption 4.4, for all(d, p) ∈ Vs,h×Qs,h and(v, q) ∈ Vs,h×Qs,h, there exists a positive constant
c such thatB(d, p; v, q) ≤ c(‖d‖21 + (ϑ+ 1)‖p‖20)1/2(‖v‖21 + (ϑ+ 1)‖q‖20)1/2.

P r o o f. It is easy to seeas,h(d, v) ≤ ‖d‖0‖v‖0 + 2α‖d‖1‖v‖1 + ‖d‖0‖v‖0 ≤ c1‖d‖1‖v‖1. Using Assumption 4.4,
h2 ≤ h and noticing thath‖∇p‖0,T ≤ c2‖p‖0,T by standard scaling argument, we obtain

bs,h(v, p) ≤ 2α‖p‖0‖v‖1 + 2
∑

T∈Ts,h

h2‖v‖0,T ‖∇p‖0,T ≤ 2α‖p‖0‖v‖1 + 2c2
∑

T∈Ts,h

‖v‖0,T ‖p‖0,T

≤ c3(‖v‖1‖p‖0 +
∑

T∈Ts,h

‖v‖1,T ‖p‖0,T ).

In an analogous way,bs,h(d, q) ≤ c4(‖d‖1‖q‖0 +
∑

T∈Ts,h
‖d‖1,T ‖q‖0,T ). Furthermore,

cs,h(p, q) ≤ 2αϑ‖p‖0‖q‖0 + 4
∑

T∈Ts,h

τs,Tα
2‖∇p‖0,T ‖∇q‖0,T

≤ c5ϑ‖p‖0‖q‖0 + 4
∑

T∈Ts,h

(
√
τs,Tα‖∇p‖0,T )(

√
τs,Tα‖∇q‖0,T ).

Now combing all the estimates foras,h(d, v), bs,h(v, p), bs,h(d, q) andcs,h(p, q), and using the Schwarz inequality and the
estimate (24), yields the boundedness ofB. Hereci, i = 1, ..., 4 are positive constants.

Next, we show the following inequality.

Lemma 4.6 Under Assumption 4.3 and Assumption 4.4, there exist two positive constantsc1 andc2 such that

inf
0 6=v∈Vs,h

−bs,h(v, p)

‖v‖1
≥ c1‖p‖0 − c2|p|h, (25)

for all p ∈ Qs,h.

P r o o f. First, it is easy to see from Lemma 5 in [64] (see also Lemma 3.3 in [24]), the following inequality holds

inf
0 6=v∈Vs,h

(∇ · v, p)
‖v‖1

≥ c3‖p‖0 − c2|p|h, (26)

for all p ∈ Qs,h. On the other hand, using Assumption 4.4, the Schwarz inequality, and (24), we have
∑

T∈Ts,h

2τs,Tα(v,∇p)T ≥ −2
∑

T∈Ts,h

τs,Tα‖v‖0,T ‖∇p‖0,T ≥ −c4h
∑

T∈Ts,h

h‖v‖1,T ‖∇p‖0,T

≥ −c4h‖v‖1(
∑

T∈Ts,h

h2‖∇p‖20,T )1/2 ≥ −c5h‖v‖1‖p‖0.
(27)

Combining (26) and (27) yields the claim (25), whenh is sufficiently smallh < min{1, c3/c5}. Hereci, i = 3, ..., 5, are
positive constants.
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Then the stability inequality follows.

Theorem 4.7 Under Assumption 4.3, Assumption 4.4, and an additional assumption that the mesh sizeh is sufficiently
small, there exists a positive constantc such that for all(d, p) ∈ Vs,h ×Qs,h, we have

sup
0 6=(v,q)∈Vs,h×Qs,h

B(d, p; v, q)
(‖v‖21 + (ϑ+ 1)‖q‖20)1/2

≥ c(‖d‖21 + (ϑ+ 1)‖p‖20)1/2. (28)

P r o o f. We choose aw ∈ Vs,h such that (25) is satisfied and‖w‖1 = ‖p‖0. Then

B(d, p;−w, 0) = −as,h(d,w)− bs,h(w, q)

≥ −c3‖d‖1‖w‖1 −
∑

T∈Ts,h

h2

2α+ h2
‖d‖1‖w‖1 + (c1‖p‖0 − c2|p|h)‖w‖1

≥ −c4‖d‖1‖p‖0 + c1‖p‖20 − c2|p|h‖p‖0
≥ − c4

2γ1
‖d‖21 + (c1 −

c4γ1
2

− c2γ2
2

)‖p‖20 −
c2
2γ2

|p|2h

= −c5‖d‖21 + c6‖p‖20 − c7|p|2h,

(29)

where the Schwarz inequality, Lemma 4.6, and the arithmetic-geometric-mean inequality are used. On the other hand,
Korn’s inequality yields

B(d, p; d,−p) = as,h(d, d) + cs,h(p, p) =
2α

2α+ h2
‖d‖20 + 2α‖ε(d)‖20 + 2αϑ‖p‖20 + 4|p|2h

≥ c8(‖d‖21 + ϑ‖p‖20 + |p|2h).
(30)

Choosing(v, q) = (d− δw,−p), 0 < δ < min{c8/c5, c8/c7}, and using (29), (30), we now obtain

B(d, p; v, q) = B(d, p; d− δw,−p) = B(d, p; d,−p) + δB(d, p;−w, 0)

≥ (c8 − δc5)‖d‖21 + (δc6 + c8ϑ)‖p‖20 + (c8 − δc7)|p|2h
≥ c9(‖d‖21 + (ϑ+ 1)‖p‖20).

(31)

Furthermore it is easy to see

‖v‖21 + (ϑ+ 1)‖q‖20 = ‖d− δw‖21 + (ϑ+ 1)‖p‖20 ≤ 2‖d‖21 + 2δ2‖w‖21 + (θ + 1)‖p‖20
= 2‖d‖21 + (2δ2 + θ + 1)‖p‖20 ≤ c10(‖d‖21 + (ϑ+ 1)‖p‖20).

(32)

Combing (31) and (32) yields (34). Hereci, i = 1, ..., 10 are positive constants, andγ1, γ2 are sufficiently small positive
constants.

The existence and uniqueness of the discrete structure sub-problem (20) immediately follows from Lemma 4.5 and
Theorem 4.7. Now following the argument for the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [24], the a priori error estimate yields.

Theorem 4.8 Assuming the solution(ds, ps) to (17) fulfillsds ∈ H2(Ω
0
s)

3 andps ∈ H1(Ω
0
s), then the discrete solution

(ds,h, ps,h) to (20) satisfies the following discretization error estimate

‖ds − ds,h‖1 + ‖ps − ps,h‖0 ≤ ch(‖ds‖2 + ‖ps‖1) (33)

with a positive constantc.

4.2.3 Some remarks on two-layer composite vessels

For two-layer composite vessels, following the same techniques, we have the following results for the boundedness and
stability, respectively.

Lemma 4.9 Under Assumption 4.4, for all(d, p) ∈ Vs,h×Qs,h and(v, q) ∈ Vs,h×Qs,h, there exists a positive constant
c such thatB(d, p; v, q) ≤ c(‖d‖21 + (ϑ + 1)‖p‖20)1/2(‖v‖21 + (ϑ + 1)‖q‖20)1/2, whereϑ denotes the maximum ofϑ from
two structure layers.
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Theorem 4.10 Under Assumption 4.3, Assumption 4.4, and an additional assumption that the mesh sizeh is sufficiently
small, there exists a positive constantc such that for all(d, p) ∈ Vs,h ×Qs,h, we have

sup
0 6=(v,q)∈Vs,h×Qs,h

B(d, p; v, q)
(‖v‖21 + (ϑ+ 1)‖q‖20)1/2

≥ c(‖d‖21 + (ϑ+ 1)‖p‖20)1/2, (34)

whereϑ denotes the minimum ofϑ from two structure layers.

Then for such a two-layer structure model, we obtain the samea priori error estimate as in Theorem 4.8.

4.2.4 Finite element discretization for the interface equations

The dual variablesλf andλs are discretized by mortar finite element methods, using the space of Lagrange multipliers [9]
or the dual space of Lagrange multipliers [61], which will give rise to mass matrices or diagonal matrices assembled from
the interfaceΓ0, respectively. In this work, for simplicity, we assume a matching interface grid such that the same mass
or diagonal matrices are obtained from both mortar and non-mortar sides. However, the methodology is still applicable in
case of non-matching grids.

5 Strategies on solving the coupled FSI system

5.1 A class of FSI solvers using Gauss-Seidel iterations

Two fundamental approaches, the monolithic and the partitioned, are often used for solving the coupled FSI system; see
e.g., [4,5,26,31,38,39,41,43,60]. The monolithic approach is considered to be more robust than its partitioned counterpart,
in which the coupled system of nonlinear algebraic equations is solved as a whole. However the partitioned approach can
take more advantages of software modularity, in which the fluid and the structure sub-problems are coupled via a fixed point
iteration. Since some efficient and robust solvers for sub-problems, e.g., AMG methods [37,56,57,62,64,65], are available
to us, the partitioned approach will be adopted in this work.We reinterpret the algorithm as a Gauss-Seidel iteration applied
to a reduced system with fluid velocity and structure displacement unknowns on the interface only.

5.1.1 A Dirichlet-Neumann iteration

The coupled FSI system arises from the time-space discretization:

















Yff YfΓ 0 0 0 0
YΓf YΓΓ 0 0 −MΓ 0
0 0 XΓΓ XΓs 0 −MΓ

0 0 XsΓ Xss 0 0
0 MΓ − 1

δtMΓ 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 MΓ MΓ

































Vf

VΓ

DΓ

Ds

Λf

Λs

















=

















Ff

FfΓ

FsΓ

Fs

− 1
δtMΓD

n
Γ

0

















, (35)

where the first and the second parts correspond to the fluid andthe structure sub-problems with homogeneous Neumann
boundary conditions onΓ0, respectively. The unique solvability of the coupled system is then guaranteed by enforcing the
interface conditions as the third part. The notations of matrices and degrees of freedom (Dofs) are listed in the following:

VΓ/Vf : Dofs of velocity onΓ0/the remaining, Yff , YfΓ, YΓf , YΓΓ : fluid stiffness matrices,
DΓ/Ds : Dofs of displacement onΓ0/the remaining, Xss, XsΓ, XΓs, XΓΓ : structure stiffness matrices,
Λf/ Λs : Dofs ofλf andλs onΓ0, MΓ : mass matrix onΓ0.

The reinterpretation of the partitioned approach is based on the following reduced system of (35):

[

I − 1
δtI

Sf Ss

] [

VΓ

DΓ

]

=

[

− 1
δtD

n
Γ

Hf +Hs

]

, (36)

whereSf = YΓΓ−YΓfY
−1
ff YfΓ andSs = XΓΓ−XΓsX

−1
ss XsΓ are the fluid and structure Schur complements mapping the

Dirichlet data to the Neumann data, respectively,Hf = FfΓ − YΓfY
−1
ff Ff andHs = FsΓ −XΓsX

−1
ss Fs. A Gauss-Seidel

iteration applied to (36) corresponds to the following steps:
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Algorithm 1 A Gauss-Seidel iteration on system (36)

For givenDk
Γ, k ≥ 0,

1. V k+1
Γ = − 1

δtD
n
Γ + 1

δtD
k
Γ,

2. Dk+1
Γ = S−1

s (Hf +Hs − SfV
k+1
Γ ).

The above Gauss-Seidel iteration is nothing but a Richardson iteration applied to the system (36):

[

V k+1
Γ

Dk+1
Γ

]

=

[

V k
Γ

Dk
Γ

]

+ P−1
L

([

− 1
δtD

n
Γ

Hf +Hs

]

−
[

I − 1
δtI

Sf Ss

] [

V k
Γ

Dk
Γ

])

(37)

with a left preconditionerPL =

[

I 0
Sf Ss

]

. Each Gauss-Seidel iteration requires solving a fluid Dirichlet sub-problem

(Sf ) and a structure Neumann sub-problem (S−1
s ), which is a classical Dirichlet-Neumann (DN) iteration inthe FSI solver.

It is equivalent to the following Richardson iteration:

Dk+1
Γ = Dk

Γ + P−1
L (Hf +Hs + S̃fD

n
Γ − (S̃f + Ss)D

k
Γ) (38)

applied to the Schur complement equation of (35):

(S̃f + Ss)DΓ = Hf +Hs + S̃fD
n
Γ (39)

with S̃f = 1
δtSf and a left preconditionerPL = Ss that is assumed to dominate the iteration. In order to accelerate the

convergence rate of the DN iterations, a relaxation method,e.g., Aitken relaxation [39], may be considered.

Remark 5.1 For nonmatching interface grids, the mass matricesMsΓ andMfΓ arising from the mortar finite element
discretization for fluid and structure sides, will be different. However, one of them is still invertible. Thus the Gauss-Seidel
iteration in Algorithm 1 is still applicable.

5.1.2 A Robin-Robin iteration

As in domain decomposition (DD) community [46,50], the interface condition (8) is sometimes replaced by an equivalent
Robin-Robin (RR) type transmission condition with weighted Dirichlet and Neumann contributions. A proper choice
of weighting parameters yields an optimal convergence rate. For this particular FSI problem, the RR condition [64] is
prescribed by

αfu ◦ At + σf (u, pf )nf ◦ At = αf∂tds − σs(ds, ps)ns onΓ0, (40a)

αs∂tds + σs(ds, ps)ns = αsu ◦ At − σf (u, pf )nf ◦ At onΓ0, (40b)

where the weighting parametersαf andαs are positive constants. The time-space discretized FSI system with such a RR
condition then follows

















Yff YfΓ 0 0 0 0
YΓf YΓΓ 0 0 −MΓ 0
0 0 XΓΓ XΓs 0 −MΓ

0 0 XsΓ Xss 0 0
0 αfMΓ −αf

δt MΓ 0 MΓ MΓ

0 −αsMΓ
αs

δt MΓ 0 MΓ MΓ

































Vf

VΓ

DΓ

Ds

Λf

Λs

















=

















Ff

FfΓ

FsΓ

Fs

−αf

δt MΓD
n
Γ

αs

δt MΓD
n
Γ

















. (41)

Remark 5.2 The above system (41) is actually a preconditioned system of(35) with a left preconditioner

PL =

















I 0 0 0 0 0
0 I 0 0 0 0
0 0 I 0 0 0
0 0 0 I 0 0
0 0 0 0 1

αf−αs
I − 1

αf−αs
I

0 0 0 0 αs

αs−αf
I − αf

αs−αf
I

















.
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From the fluid and structure parts of (41), we obtain:

MΓΛf = SfVΓ −Hf ,

MΓΛs = SsDΓ −Hs.

A reduced system of (41) with fluid domain velocity and structure displacement unknowns onΓ0 then follows:

[

Sf + αfMΓ Ss − αf

δt MΓ

Sf − αsMΓ Ss +
αs

δt MΓ

] [

VΓ

DΓ

]

=

[

Hf +HS − αf

δt MΓD
n
Γ

Hf +Hs +
αs

δt MΓD
n
Γ

]

, (42)

for which we apply the following Gauss-Seidel iteration:

Algorithm 2 A Gauss-Seidel iteration on system (42)

For givenDk
Γ, k ≥ 0,

1. V k+1
Γ = (Sf + αfMΓ)

−1(Hf +Hs − αf

δt MΓD
n
Γ − (Ss − αf

δt MΓ)D
k
Γ),

2. Dk+1
Γ = (Ss +

αs

δt MΓ)
−1(Hf +Hs +

αs

δt MΓD
n
Γ − (Sf − αsMΓ)V

k+1
Γ ).

It is easy to see the above Gauss-Seidel iteration corresponds to a Richardson iteration applied to the system (42):

[

V k+1
Γ

Dk+1
Γ

]

=

[

V k
Γ

Dk
Γ

]

+ P−1
L

([

Hf +Hs − αf

δt MΓD
n
Γ

Hf +Hs +
αs

δt MΓD
n
Γ

]

−
[

Sf + αfMΓ Ss − αf

δt MΓ

Sf − αsMΓ Ss +
αs

δt MΓ

] [

V k
Γ

Dk
Γ

])

(43)

with a left preconditionerPL =

[

Sf + αfMΓ 0
Sf − αsMΓ Ss +

αs

δt MΓ

]

. Each Gauss-Seidel iteration requires solving a structure

Dirichlet sub-problem (Ss), a fluid Robin sub-problem ((Sf + αfMΓ)
−1), and a structure Robin sub-problem ((Ss +

αs

δt MΓ)
−1). It is a reinterpretation of the corresponding three stepsin Section 3.3 of [64] which are based on an iteration

procedure applied to the whole coupled RR FSI system (41). Infact, from the Gauss-Seidel iteration, it follows:

Dk+1
Γ = Dk

Γ + (αf + αs)(Ss +
αs

δt
MΓ)

−1MΓ(Sf + αfMΓ)
−1(Hf +Hs +

1

δt
SfD

n
Γ − (

1

δt
Sf + Ss)D

k
Γ),

which is nothing but a Richardson iteration:

Dk+1
Γ = Dk

Γ + P−1
L (Hf +Hs + S̃fD

n
Γ − (S̃f + Ss)D

k
Γ) (44)

applied to the Schur complement equation (39), with a left preconditionerPL = 1
αf+αs

(Sf + αfMΓ)M
−1
Γ (Ss +

αs

δt MΓ).

In caseαs = 0, a Robin-Neumann (RN) preconditionerPL = 1
αf

(Sf + αfMΓ)M
−1
Γ Ss is obtained; in caseαf = ∞,

αs = 0, a conventional DN preconditionerPL = Ss is obtained. In order to accelerate the convergence rate, a Krylov
sub-space method (e.g., the GMRES method [48] or the BiCGstab method [53] due to the unsymmetric system) may be
applied to the reduced systems (36) and (42). From a memory consumption point of view, a more effective way is to
combine a proper preconditioner, e.g. RN, with the GMRES method on the further reduced FSI system (39). In this work,
the RN preconditioned GMRES method is employed to solve all numerical tests.

5.2 Robust AMG methods

5.2.1 An AMG method for the fluid sub-problem

Fast solvers for solving the discretized (linearized) Navier-Stokes equations arising from the fluid sub-problem havebeen
studied continuously; see, e.g., [10,11,19,30,35,45,52]. A special AMG method for theP1 − P1 stabilized finite element
discretization of the Navier-Stokes equations has been studied by M. Wabro [56, 57]. Unlike in geometrical multigrid
(GMG) methods [29, 51], where the mesh discretization on coarse levels is available andinf − sup stable saddle point
systems are constructed easily, in AMG method, a special care for the discreteinf − sup condition on coarse levels has to
be taken into account since we have no access to meshes on coarse levels. In our previous work [62, 65], we extended the
stabilized AMG coarsening strategy for solving the discretized fluid sub-problems on general hybrid meshes. Due to its
robustness and efficiency, such an AMG method is used to solvethe fluid sub-problem in this work.
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5.2.2 An extension of an AMG method for the two-layer structure sub-problem

The stabilized AMG coarsening strategy for the structure sub-problem covering both compressible and nearly incompress-
ible models on general hybrid meshes, has been investigatedin [64]. As a continuation of the previous work, we extend
this approach to a two-layer structure sub-problem.

Let us first reorder the saddle point system of equations for the structure sub-problem, such that we have degrees of
freedom of the displacement in the first place, and the pressure in the second place:

K

[

d
p

]

=

[

f
g

]

with K :=

[

A BT

B −C

]

,

where each block ofK has a structure which couples the degrees of freedom from twolayers, e.g.,A =





A11 A1Γ 0
AΓ1 AΓΓ AΓ2

0 A2Γ A22





couples the degrees of freedom in each layer and on the interface between two layers byA1Γ/AΓ1 andA2Γ/AΓ2.
We construct the prolongation operator from the coarse level l + 1 to the next finer levell in a block-diagonal matrix

form:

P l
l+1 :

[

(R3)ml+1

R
ml+1

]

−→
[

(R3)ml

R
ml

]

, P l
l+1 =

[

I ll+1 0
0 J l

l+1

]

,

whereml is the number of pressure (or one component of displacement)degrees of freedom on the levell, I ll+1 andJ l
l+1

are prolongation matrices for the displacement and pressure, respectively.
For the restriction from the finer levell to the next coarser levell + 1 we choose the transposed matrix:

Rl+1
l = (P l

l+1)
T =

[

I l+1
l 0

0 J l+1
l

]

,

whereI l+1
l = (I ll+1)

T andJ l+1
l = (J l

l+1)
T . The system matrix on the levell has a formKl =

[

Al BT
l

Bl −Cl

]

. Then on

the next coarser levell + 1, the system matrix is obtained by a modified Galerkin projection method:

Kl+1 = Rl+1
l KlP

l
l+1 =

[

Al+1 BT
l+1

Bl+1 −Cl+1

]

with Al+1 = I l+1
l AlI

l
l+1, Bl+1 = J l+1

l BlI
l
l+1, Cl+1 = M̃l+1 +

λmax(D
−1

l
Ml)

h2 C̃l+1, whereM̃l+1 andC̃l+1 correspond
to the pressure mass matrix scaled with the parameterϑ and the pressure stabilization matrix, respectively, obtained by
standard Galerkin projection on levell + 1. The matrixDl denotes the diagonal ofAl, andMl the mass matrix in the
displacement space. Then under appropriate assumptions onthe mesh, we obtain the following stability results on all
coarse levels:

Theorem 5.3 For each coarse levell = {2, ..., L}, there is a positive constantζl such that

sup
0 6=(v,q)∈V l×Q

l

Bl((d, p), (v, q))

‖v‖Al
+ (1 + ϑ)‖q‖Ml

≥ ζl
(

‖d‖Al
+ (1 + ϑ)‖p‖Ml

)

(45)

for all (d, p) ∈ V l ×Q
l
:= (R3)ml × R

ml , where‖v‖Al
= vTAlv, ‖q‖Ml

= qTMlq, and

Bl((d, p), (v, q)) = vTAld+ vTBT
l p+ qTBld− qTClp.

P r o o f. We first prove an inequality similar to (25) with discrete norms on all coarse levels using an induction:

sup
0 6=v∈V l

vBT
l p

‖v‖ADl

≥ c1‖p‖Ml
− c2(p

TClp)
1/2 for all p ∈ Q

l

with positive constantsc1 andc2. Then following the strategy showing the stability of the two-layer structure sub-problem
on the continuous level, the stability with discrete norms on all levels yields. For details, we refer to [55,62] for the Stokes
problem, and [64] for the nearly incompressible elasticityproblem, which follow the same procedure.
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Here for a levell ∈ {2, ..., L}, V l andQ
l

represent the spaces of the coefficient vectors corresponding to the proper
displacement and pressure finite element spaces on levell, respectively.

For a smoothing procedure, we use a Braess-Sarazin-type smoother [12, 66], which is a preconditioned Richardson
method:

[

dk+1

pk+1

]

=

[

dk

pk

]

+ K̂−1

[

f −Adk −BT pk

g −Bdk + Cpk

]

with a symmetric and indefinite preconditioner̂K =

[

Â BT

B Â−1BT − Ŝ

]

, where as suggested in [55], we useÂ =

2diag(A), and thuŝS = C+ 1
2B

T (diag(A))
−1

B. One step of this method requires us to solve the following three equations

consecutively:Â(d̂k+1−dk) = f−Adk−BT pk, Ŝ(pk+1−pk) = Bd̂k+1−Cpk−g, andÂ(dk+1−dk) = −BT (pk+1−pk).
As suggested in [66], a more efficient Braess-Sarazin smoother requires an approximate solution of the pressure correction
equation obtained by applying an (inner) AMG method with starting value0 to solve this equation approximately.

6 Results and discussions

6.1 FSI results with a homogeneous structure model

For a comparison, we use the same benchmark as in [64], which is quite often used by many others; see e.g., [17,20,26,27].
Note that in many papers, the Centimetre Gram Second (CGS) physical units are adopted, as opposed to the International
System of Units (SI units) used in [64]. However, both quantities are equivalent in case of compressible material; see Table
1 for the qualities measured by CGS units and SI units (in brackets) . In this work, we stick to the CGS units. We also point
out that in many papers, only the compressible elasticity model with a pure displacement formulation is reported; whilethe
FSI simulation with both compressible and nearly incompressible structure models is considered in [64].

Fluid Structure

ρf = 1.0 g/cm3 ρf = 1.2 g/cm3

µ = 0.03 Poise (0.003 Pa·s) E = 2.9908× 106 dyn/cm2 (29.908 N/cm2)
gin = (0, 0, 0.1332)T N/cm2

((0, 0, 1.332× 104)T dyn/cm2) if t ≤ 3 ms ν = 0.3003 (compressible)
gin = 0 dyn/cm2 (0 N/cm2) if t > 3 ms ν = 0.499999 (nearly incompressible)

Table 1 The values of fluid and structure material coefficients and fluid inflow boundary conditions.

The FSI simulation is performed on a cylindrical vessel filled with fluid. The computational fluid domain has length50
mm in thez-direction and radius5 mm, surrounded by the structure body with the thickness1 mm. The time step size is
set asδt = 0.0625 ms. We run the simulation untilt = 10 ms. The mesh contains17, 904 nodes and17, 489 tetrahedral
elements (7, 434 structure elements and10, 055 fluid elements). The overall degrees of freedom is about70, 000. For a
comparison, we pick up a pointPtA (with a coordinate[0, 0, 25] mm) in the middle of the center line of the fluid domain,
and a pointPtB (with a coordinate[0, 5, 25] mm) near the moving interface (see black dots in Fig. 1 for an illustration).
We record the fluid pressure values along the time at these twopoints, and plot the values as functions of timet.

Note that in the following figures, without particular specification, the horizontal axis represents the simulating time
measured in Millisecond (ms); the fluid pressure value is plotted in the vertical direction.

6.1.1 A compressible case:ν = 0.3003

We first test a benchmark with a compressible material, usingdifferent choices of time discretization parametersβ = 0.5,
0.625, andγ = 1.0. Note that in [64], we were usingβ = 0.5, γ = 1.0, and a simple stabilization parameter in order
of h2. Here we are able to choose different combinations of time discretization parametersβ, γ, and to use a more robust
stabilization parameterτs,T . The numerical results are comparable to each other; see Fig. 2.

6.1.2 A nearly incompressible case:ν = 0.499999

For a nearly incompressible material, the method we used in [64] may lead to some wiggles if the mesh size is not sufficient
fine with respect to the time step size. There might be two reasons for this: First of all, the choice ofβ = 0.5 andγ = 1.0
in the mixed elasticity form is not as good as in the pure displacement form; secondly, the stabilization parameter we used
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Fig. 1 A mesh of the FSI domain (left); selected pointPtA indicated with a black dot (middle); selected pointPtB indicated with a
black dot (right).

Fig. 2 Fluid pressure waves withβ = 0.5, γ = 1.0 (first row); fluid pressure waves withβ = 0.625, γ = 1.0 (second row). Fluid
pressure waves at the pointPtA (first column); fluid pressure waves at pointPtB (second column).

in [64] does not behave well with respect to time discretization parameters which might lead to a violation of discrete
inf − sup conditions. As we discussed from the above, these two factors have been considered in this work. The fluid
pressure waves obtained from the FSI simulation using the new stabilization parameterτs,T , and proper choices of time
discretization parametersβ andγ, e.g.,β = 0.625, γ = 1.0 andβ = 0.625, γ = 0.6, are plotted in Fig. 3. It is observed
that the wiggles are removed. From our numerical results, wesuggest avoiding the choice ofβ = 0.5, γ = 1.0, where
some wiggles are still visible.

A close look of fluid pressure waves at the pointsPtA andPtB is illustrated in Fig. 4. In each plot the fluid pressure
waves using different choices of time discretization parameters, are compared with each other. From this comparison, we
could see more clearly what we have drawn in the above.

6.2 FSI results with a two-layer structure model

In this example, we use a similar computational domain as forthe case using a homogeneous structure model, except that
the structure layer is split into an inner layer and an outer layer. As we pointed out at the beginning, the two-layer structure
model we considered here is too simple to model real tissues in hemodynamics. However we believe this model is helpful
to verify the methodology we have discussed. We also assume that the inner structure layer, Structure Layer 1 (SL1), has a
compressible material (ν = 0.3003), while the outer structure layer, Structure Layer 2 (SL2), has a nearly incompressible
material (ν = 0.499999). We only assume small jumps of densities and Young’s modulus ofSL1 andSL2 as specified in
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Fig. 3 Fluid pressure waves withβ = 0.5, γ = 1.0 (first row); fluid pressure waves withβ = 0.625, γ = 1.0 (second row); fluid
pressure waves withβ = 0.625, γ = 0.6 (third row). Fluid pressure waves at the pointPtA (first column); fluid pressure waves at point
PtB (second column).

Fig. 4 Fluid pressure waves at the pointPtA (first row) and at the pointPtB (second row) using different time discretization parameters:
β = 0.5, γ = 1.0 (black lines),β = 0.625, γ = 1.0 (red lines),β = 0.625, γ = 0.6 (blue lines). Fluid pressure waves at the early stage
(first column); fluid pressure wave at the late stage (second column).
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Table 2, since we restrict ourselves to FSI problems in hemodynamics. Note that onlySL1 has a common interface with
the fluid. Some other models with more complex computationaldomains are reported in [40,63].

Fluid Structure Layer 1 Structure Layer 2

ρf = 1.0 g/cm3 ρf = 1.2 g/cm3 ρf = 1.4 g/cm3

µ = 0.03 Poise E = 2.9908× 106 dyn/cm2 E = 4.9908× 106 dyn/cm2

gin = (0, 0, 1.332× 104)T dyn/cm2 if t ≤ 3 ms ν = 0.3003 ν = 0.499999
gin = 0 dyn/cm2 if t > 3 ms

Table 2 The values of fluid and two-layer structure material coefficients and fluidinflow boundary conditions.

We take different thicknesses of two layers. The thickness for SL1 is denoted byTH1, and forSL2 is denoted by
TH2. We keepTH1 + TH2 = 1 mm, but vary each of them as listed in Table 3. The mesh contains 25428 nodes and
142546 tetrahedral elements (44388 elements for each structure layer and53770 elements for the fluid). The total degrees
of freedom is101712. Besides two pointsPtA andPtB as we selected for recording the fluid pressure waves in the first

Thickness Case I Case II Case III

TH1 0.25 mm 0.50 mm 0.75 mm
TH2 0.75 mm 0.50 mm 0.25 mm
TH1 + TH2 1.00 mm 1.0 mm 1.0 mm

Table 3 The variances of thicknesses of two structure layers.

numerical example, here another pointPtC located on the surface between two structure layers is chosen as a sample point
(which is also on the middle cutting plane orthogonal toz-direction); see Fig. 5 for an illustration. At the pointPtC, we
plot the structure pressure waves as functions of timet. The time step size is set asδt = 0.015625 ms, and we run the
simulation untilt = 10 ms in the following examples. We are interested in proper choices of time integration parametersβ
andγ, as well as in the sensitivities of numerical solutions withrespect to varying thicknesses of two layers.

Fig. 5 An illustration of selected sample points indicated with black dots on the meshes:A pointPtA at the middle of the center line of
the fluid domain (left), a pointPtB on the fluid-structure interface (middle), a pointPtC on the surface of two structure layers (right).

In Case I, we consider a thinnerSL1 (TH1 = 0.25 mm), and a little bit thickerSL2 (TH2 = 0.75 mm). The fluid
pressure waves at the pointsPtA andPtB, the structure pressure waves at the pointPtC are plotted in Fig. 6. Several
issues have been observed from these numerical results. First of all, the numerical scheme becomes very sensitive to the
choice of time discretization parameterβ. For the choice ofβ = 0.5, strong oscillations of the fluid pressure waves at the
pointsPtA andPtB, and the structure pressure wave at the pointPtC, are developed after some wiggles appearing from
previous time steps. Raising the value ofβ, we obtain more stable numerical solutions. This also conforms to what we
have observed from the previous numerical example.

For Case II, we consider equal thickness for both layersSL1 andSL2: TH1 = TH2 = 0.5 mm. The fluid and the
structure pressure waves are plotted in Fig. 7. The pressurewaves using different values of time integration parameters are
overlapping with each other. From the first glance, the numerical scheme becomes less sensitive compared with Case I. A
close look of fluid pressure waves at the pointsPtA andPtB are plotted in Fig. 8. As we expected, some wiggles are
still visible using the choice of time discretization parameters:β = 0.5, γ = 1.0. With the other two choices:β = 0.625,
γ = 1.0 andβ = 0.725, γ = 1.0, such wiggles have been smoothed out.

As opposed to Case I, we take a thickerSL1, TH1 = 0.75 mm and a thinnerSL2, TH2 = 0.25 mm in Case III. The
fluid and the structure pressure waves are plotted in Fig. 9, and a close look of the fluid pressure waves at the pointsPtA
andPtB is plotted in Fig. 10. From these results, it is easy to see similar behavior of numerical solutions as in Case II,
with respect to the choices of time integration parameters.
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Fig. 6 Fluid pressure waves at the pointPtA (first row) and at the pointPtB (second row); structure pressure waves at the point
PtC (third row). Different time discretization parameters:β = 0.5, γ = 1.0 (first column);β = 0.625, γ = 1.0 (second column);
β = 0.725, γ = 1.0 (third column).

Fig. 7 Fluid pressure waves at the pointPtA (left) and at the pointPtB (middle); structure pressure waves at the pointPtC(right).
Different time discretization parameters:β = 0.5 (black lines),β = 0.625 (red lines),β = 0.725 (blue lines).

Fig. 8 A close look of fluid pressure waves at the pointPtA (left) and at the pointPtB (right). Different choices of time integration
parameters:β = 0.5, γ = 1.0 (black lines);β = 0.625, γ = 1.0 (red lines);β = 0.725, γ = 1.0 (blue lines).
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Fig. 9 Fluid pressure waves at the pointPtA (left) and at the pointPtB (middle); structure pressure waves at the pointPtC (right).
Different choices of time discretization parameters:β = 0.5, γ = 1.0 (black lines);β = 0.625, γ = 1.0 (red lines);β = 0.725, γ = 1.0

(blue lines).

Fig. 10 A close look of fluid pressure waves at the pointPtA (left) and at the pointPtB (right). Different choices of time integration
parameters:β = 0.5, γ = 1.0 (black lines);β = 0.625, γ = 1.0 (red lines);β = 0.725, γ = 1.0 (blue lines).

For this particular two-layer structure model with material parameters specified in Table 2, we also observe that the FSI
solutions show some differences using the above three two-layer structure models. The numerical solutions, e.g., the fluid
pressure waves at the pointPtA, are plotted Fig. 11, where we use a time step sizeδt = 0.015625 ms, and choose the time
integration parametersβ = 0.725, γ = 1.0 for all three cases. It is easy to see that the thicker the inner layer, the faster the
fluid pressure wave travels, and the lower wave peak it has.

Fig. 11 Fluid pressure waves at the pointPtA with three two-layer structure models:TH1 = 0.25 mm,TH2 = 0.75 mm (black line);
TH1 = 0.5 mm,TH2 = 0.5 mm (blue line);TH1 = 0.75 mm,TH2 = 0.25 mm (red line).

6.3 Performance of the solvers

Performance for a class of partitioned FSI solvers as well asthe AMG solvers for the homogeneous mixed elasticity models
has been reported in [64]. In this section, we report the performance of the RN preconditioned GMRES solver as well as
the AMG solver for the two-layer structure models. For measuring the performance, we test the FSI solvers on a laptop
with an Intel Core of2.67 GHz and4 GB memory. For the RN preconditioned GMRES iteration (RN-GMRES-Iter), we
use a relative residual reduction factor10−6 of the Schur complement equation as a stopping criterion. For the fluid and
the structure sub-problems, we only apply the AMG iteration(AMG-Iter) up to a relative residual reduction factor10−2
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of the linear system. We chooseβ = 0.725 andγ = 1.0 for the time discretization parameters. For the Robin weighting
parameterαf , we first find an optimal choice by experimenting a simulationon a very coarse mesh. This value is used for
the simulation on the fine mesh. For all the following tests, we useαf = 4580. We also test the performance with different
time step sizesδt = 0.0625 ms,0.03125 ms and0.015625 ms.

Thickness # RN-GMRES-Iter (Cost in second (s))
TH1 TH2 δt = 0.0625 ms δt = 0.03125 ms δt = 0.015625 ms

0.25 mm 0.75 mm 6 (1428 s) 6 (1072 s) 6 (808 s)
0.50 mm 0.50 mm 7 (1304 s) 6 (898 s) 6 (681 s)
0.75 mm 0.25 mm 7 (1302 s) 6 (835 s) 6 (666 s)

Table 4 Number of iterations and cost of RN preconditioned GMRES solvers in each time step.

Thickness # AMG-Iter (Cost in second (s))

TH1 TH2
δt = 0.0625 ms δt = 0.03125 ms δt = 0.015625 ms

Dirichlet Neumann Dirichlet Neumann Dirichlet Neumann

0.25 mm 0.75 mm 3 (33 s) 12 (130 s) 1 (10 s) 8 (87 s) 1 (11 s) 4 (44 s)
0.50 mm 0.50 mm 1 (11 s) 8 (89 s) 1 (11 s) 5 (55 s) 1 (11 s) 2 (22 s)
0.75 mm 0.25 mm 1 (11 s) 7 (77 s) 1 (11 s) 3 (33 s) 1 (11 s) 2 (22 s)

Table 5 Number of iterations and cost of AMG solvers for two-layer structure sub-problems.

As we see from Table 4, the iteration numbers of the RN preconditioned GMRES solver (# RN-GMRES-Iter) for all
tests almost keep the same. The cost (indicated in the brackets and measured in second (s)) decreases when refining the
time step size for each two-layer structure model. This is due to the factor that the cost for the structure sub-problems is
decreasing. The cost for Case I is slightly higher compared with the other two cases, but still keeps in a reasonable range.

For the fluid sub-problem with the Robin boundary conditionsthat is required for the second step in the Gauss-Seidel
iteration, the AMG solver needs about2 iterations (10 s) for all test cases.

For solving the two-layer structure sub-problems, the number of AMG iterations (# AMG-Iter) and the cost are reported
in Table 5. For solving the structure sub-problem with a prescribed Dirichlet boundary condition in the first step of the
Gauss-Seidel iteration, it needs about1 iteration for all cases. For solving the structure sub-problem with a prescribed
Neumann boundary condition in the third step of the Gauss-Seidel iteration, about2-12 iterations are required. The iteration
numbers decrease with refined time step sizes, and the cost for Case I, is slightly higher than the other two cases.

7 Conclusions and future work

Proper choices of time integration parameters in the Newmark-β scheme combined with newly designed finite element
stabilization parameters for the structure sub-problem have improved the robustness of the FSI solutions in both casesof
homogeneous and nonhomogeneous structure models. Numerical experiments are confirmed with the theoretical analysis.
For the particular FSI problems within two-layer compositevessels considered in this work, the RN preconditioned GMRES
solver has shown its robustness and efficiency with respect to the time step size, the thicknesses of two layers, and the
jumps of material coefficients. The special AMG solvers for both fluid and structure sub-problems also exhibit their
high performance in terms of iteration numbers and the cost.In particular, for the two-layer structure sub-problem, it
also demonstrates the robustness with respect to some material jumps. Although the stability of the mixed finite element
discretization combined with the Newmark-β scheme has been shown, a rigorous numerical analysis on proper choices of
time integration parametersβ andγ is missing and will be considered in the future work. A more robust design of the least-
square finite element discretization parameterτs,T with respect to a larger range of time step size is under an investigation.
Another ongoing work is to replace currently used two-layerstructure model by more realistic structure models, e.g., [32].
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